
2018 PB Club Survey

Wagner Count Comments 

Should send out our membership number so we don't have to ask for it to schedule open courts.

too many players. sometimes schedule play is offered some  but not all the Wagner  courts . today I had to leave 

Wagner and go to sage since there were too many players. 

No, but there are not enough courts at Sage to accommodate the 3.0 rotationals

If you drop in to play people don't come off the courts to let you rotate in. Not like when you put your paddle up and 

people rotated in. 



I am in the 3.0 Group. It is a large group. For instance Weds am we are at Sage Courts and 8-12 people have to sit out. 

This is scheduled play. Seems like preference is given to the higher level players for morning drop in ( in hopes they 

 show up) at the Wagner Courts. I don't understand why this group is not at Wagner to u.lize more courts. 
There seem to be several exclusive groups of players, in that they do not appear open to others who wish to play with 

them in a more skilled level.  Also, it's difficult to get into games during free play.  Sometimes it seems I do more 

walking around than anything play


No

I really pay no attention.  Sorry.

Round robins get too many courts.

They should not have more than or they should go to the Sage courts.

No

Yes. Certain people simply will not share the courts! I've counted people playing eight consecutive games. They look 

over at people waiting and switch ends! Maybe it's time for play ground monitors for seniors!

Organized functions are often scheduled during open play resulting in courts filling up and not enough courts 

available for open play.  Organized events should have start times after the end of open play.

Schedule up/down at times outside of social play. Rotate Courts that 4.0/4.5 players monopolize. Especially important 

when up/downs are going.

Court access was fine but will get busier as more membership increases.

The ladder and up/down schedules in the am during open play tie up too many courts.  Should go back to scheduling 

Compe..on for court space when increasingly popular scheduled events happen simultaneously with open play.



It appears to me that the Sage Courts are under-utilized because everyone wants to play on the Wagner Wash Courts. 

Perhaps some of the smaller activities can be scheduled there.

None

Need a large wind barrier

no

With open play being so popular, I suggest NO organized groups before 11:00 am.

There was rotation play during open play and sometimes this really overcrowded the courts.  Can these be moved to 

Sage and it would ease overcrowding?  Or set rotation play up after open play.

I wish the ladders were earlier in the Mornings  or late a=ernoon

But I understand that doesn't work for everybody 
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Yes, in the Winter season, the Club's rotational programs should take a higher priority over drop-in play.  As more 

people join the club, rotational programs need more than 8 courts during the Winter season.  Rotational programs 

should be at the Wagner courts and drop-in should be at Sage during the Winter season.

I would like to see the women's play on Monday end by lunchtime instead of start at lunchtime.

There are many daily events for 3.0 and higher.  Only real option for 2.5 is ladders.   It would be great to have a "daily 

option"  for 2.5 players.   How are we supposed to improve without daily "organized " play op.ons. ?

No.

No

No

It seems that the lower ranked players are no given the same consideration as the higher ranked payers.  I noticed 

this when I first came and it has not changed.

It seems that the lower ranked players are no given the same consideration as the higher ranked payers.  I noticed 

this when I first came and it has not changed.

Sometimes hard to get games.  No centralized area like the Sage courts.  Most people just keep repeating games with 

Yes, we have a number of new players wanting to challenge into the rotations at the Wagner courts but no room is 

available.  If the club offers an assigned program, that program should not be limited to a number of courts.  Open 

play is just open play. Not a start time  when people have to be there and stop when time is up and off the court. 

OPEN PLAY IS NOT an organized play. 

Since a small number of players are 4. To 5. Let them have the sage courts. Especially since they are truly the ones 

who feel elite and want to be apart from the rest.  On any given day they probable couldn't even fill the 8 courts up 
I think you've done an amazing job of scheduling. Though during the winter months, I prefer more afternoon events 

when it is a bit warmer.  I also prefer to see more op.ons for women's rota.onal and even women's ladders.



I am active in other sports and scheduling prevents me from playing as much as I would like.

Newcomers have a hard time understanding where to play and fit in with their skill level.  I have seen them leave in 

frustration.  The expectation that all 4 players leave the court when all courts are full and many people are waiting is 

not well understood or adhered to..  No clear expecta.on at the courts as to what is expected to happen.  



Better communication is needed for sure.

Like the Wagner courts

No

The process to register to rue able reserve courts is too difficult.   I have yet been able to get a club ID to make a 

No

All's good

The biggest complaint I hear a lot is the times of the rotations an limited courts for the rotations.  Also lack of skilled 

programs.  The club seems to be geared towards to higher skilled players. Open play takes priority over the 

volunteers for organized programs.
Shortage of balls at times

Unfortunately I haven't been able to play as much as I would like.  Seems to me that we tend to stick in a group and 

continue to play (good  and bad) together, thus not mixing like we used to at Sage Courts.  I haven't thought of any 

good suggestions to toss out about this. I'm sure it will all work out! ?
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There are some programs scheduled for the morning that take many courts away from open play, causing many to 

wait quite often. Move those programs either to the Sage Courts or to the afternoon when there are fewer people 

using the courts.



Many players, especially at the upper levels, get a group together during open play and are not welcoming of others 

joining in. 



The paddles-on-the-board system at the old courts better insured a fair rotation of players on courts. We don't have 

that at Wagner. Many groups get together and continue to play among themselves for many games. Much of the 

social value of pickleball has been lost because of that. Also, newer/lower level players do not have much opportunity 
The programs scheduled for 9:00 am are interfering with open play.  They could be scheduled for a later time, the 

courts are not being utilized in the afternoons.

Don't start group play un.l a=er morning play, 11:00.

Nothing at all unsa.sfactory

No

No

No

I just play for fun and have health issues so will be happy as a 3.0

It appears (rightly or wrongly) as if the Wagner Courts utilization tends more to the elite and hence the courts seem to 

be underutilized.  Perhaps, more Open Play & Challenge Courts etc. should be scheduled for Sage.  That opens up the 

Wagner courts for the organized play sessions at the lower rating levels.

No

I have noticed, during open play, there are groups that come to play just with their group and there are people 

Nothing unsatisfactory

Women's play on Monday should be scheduled earlier in the day. 

No, those in charge do a great job of organization.

I found that when I went to play ladders I couldn't get on a court to warm up prior to 11:00. Better players were using 

the courts and even though I went early I couldn't use them. This is very frustrating. I think the court you are going to 

be on for ladders should be available  for the players on that court at least 20 minutes prior to ladder time.

Open club play should not be interrupted by other activities. Start ladders, up down, and other events after open club 

Only 1 problem at this point I am not here enough to actually commit to much scheduled activities 

No,  not really.  Just seem much more windy than the Sage courts.

 It's starting to get crowded on some mornings could the organize play start a little later in the day ?

There seems to be an overall attitude that the sage courts are only for the lees than 3.5 players.

very clicky   people stay in their own groups



No

The rotational play at Sage is so well-attended that we don't have enough courts.  Perhaps Wagner should be used. 
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I am delighted to be able to enjoy this top tier facility, ...we are very fortunate to have these high quality courts for 

our use.  While mixing with other players, like we had done in the past at the Sage Courts is lessened by the general 

layout, I always seem to find friends to enjoy a challenging game.  And, sometimes there are beginners that need a 

little patience, encouragement and coaching.  I have always been happy to assist with those folks.  After all we all 

started from zero and benefitted from someones kind attempts to bring our games along.  Quite honestly, I think our 

club directors and leaders have done an admirable job, ...thank you.

Not enough 3.5 only sessions.

Need more 3.5 only sessions.

The Wed am rotational for mixed 3.0 is currently held at SAGE.  We have way too many people for these courts.  The 

popularity of this event clearly show that it should be moved to Waggoner and given more courts.

All organized play should be scheduled after open play.  The courts are not in use after 12pm, this is when organized 

No.

Rotational and other group events should be scheduled after 11:00 AM or held at Sage courts. This will allow less 

No

Scheduled rotations have been very popular, sometimes exceeding the number of courts allocated for play at Wagner 

and Sage.   I think  scheduled play should take precedence over open play.  If all courts are not needed for scheduled 

play,. Other players  can take the courts.  

They are fine. Always an open court.

Like the ladders and men's day 

No.  However the court design does make it more difficult for players to gather in one location to interact before or 

Beautiful courts. Skills get split a little too much. I do wish there was something more to help 3.0 make the move to 3.5

All rotational play should start @ 11 AM or later in February and March. January?  

Yes.  There is less rotation now that there are more courts.   It's hard to go to the courts as a single and play.   Too 

many foursomes are claiming they are exclusive.

No

No

It is frustrating that there are rotationals during morning play. We don't have enough courts, especially since those 

who are 4.0 and above tend to stay on courts rather than letting us rotate on to them.

Morning play gets crowded a few months during the winter so it would be helpful if we could change the times or 

locations on some of the organize play that starts at nine. Also ladders starts at 11 now on Tuesdays and Thursdays 

and organize play starts at nine and it doesn't seem to give us enough time to play morning play before ladders. 

Otherwise things are going great. 
I have heard that many people do not feel welcome on the courts since the TOURNAMENT and players who have 

been her for a while seem reluctant to play with or mentor newcomers.  Most players want to improve, although they 

may not want to play in tournaments.  Their voices need to be heard.  Some welcoming needs to happen daily, 

especially as new players come to the courts.  An excellent area for volunteers.  The club many times seems to be 

oriented to the tournament players.  The people who want to play for fun are often overlooked.  They are the vast 

majority of the club.

during open play time it seems that some players get in a foursome group and never welcome other players to rotate 

 in 
Friday morning . Open play should be until 11:00 like other days of week. Too much waiting around due to number of 

courts being used by up/down competition.

No
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When a program is successful, such as the 3.0 group during first quarter, it would be helpful to have 10 to 12 courts 

allocated at Wagner from 9 to 10:30 a.m. at least twice per week.







Sometimes it is hard to get in a game as  some groups don't seem to want to break up (during open social play).

Would like to see ladders scheduled little later so open play is available prior or leave designated courts for open play 

especially when it's peak season. 

no 

No. Just that sometimes it's difficult to get a court due to popularity of the sport. 

I would like to see an overlap in the ratings for social play.  Seems that some don't like almost 3 at Wagner. 

No

No

Rota.ng in to play.  Some groups are exclusive and not inclusive



When are the drills for 4.0 and above. 
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